Bring online teaching and learning to life

Engage students with video that’s easy to introduce into any course format

It’s easy to bring expertly-developed streaming video into your classroom though unlimited access from your library. Online or on-campus, SAGE Video streaming collections across the social, behavioral, and health sciences provide content to support pedagogical needs in a medium already familiar to students.

Why SAGE Video for online teaching and learning?

- Easy to embed videos and custom clips into online courses
- Shareable playlists make it easy to direct students to specific videos
- Video player and features akin to familiar mainstream platforms: Related content, saving favorites, media controls, and more
- Robust accessibility features including a mobile-responsive design, permalinks, hot keys, closed captioning, and full transcripts ensure reliable access to all users, on- or off-campus
- Time-saving support for instructors. Content is indexed by key discipline taxonomies aligned with course curricula for easy discovery through browse or keyword searches
- Expand online student learning opportunities with downloadable assessment questions and Continuing Education Units*
- No extra steps or expense for students. Video content is institutionally purchased through your library

The use of a variety of media, including video, helps to keep students engaged in the online learning environment.

– Susan T. Lindau, LCSW, Adjunct Professor, University of Southern California

Fit for any on-campus or online course

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classroom type</th>
<th>Video benefits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Traditional    | • Encourages engagement with course material  
• Fosters stronger learning environments  
• Helps with understanding complex theories  
• Provides confidence in skills-building, especially practical skills |
| Blended/Hybrid | • Provides vetted content directly aligned with course aims  
• Creates structure between two learning models  
• Increases digital skills  
• Positively contributes to online learning |
| Flipped        | • Helps community-build in a flipped classroom  
• Central to introducing new material  
• Helps with self-directed learning  
• Increases problem solving skills  
• Widens class participation |
| Active Learning| • Allows for more experiential learning  
• Fosters collaboration and group work  
• Eases student transition into self-guided “deep learning”  
• Helps close the gap between the digital native and digital learner |

Use SAGE Video to

- Prompt discussion and prime topics
- Reinforce topics by assigning outside of class
- Aid and enhance independent research with citable videos in APA, Chicago, MLA, and Harvard formats
- Create variety by pairing with traditional or other digital resources
- Assess student learning with instructor-only, downloadable assessment questions

I built a class on ‘Sociology of the Body.’ I provided both videos and articles on the topic to my students to accommodate different learning styles. I chose videos would interest them and help them to better understand the assigned reading. Providing videos also gives them variety—a reprieve from the usual resource, and they appreciate that.

– Dr. Sara Sutler-Cohen, Faculty, Colorado State University – Global Campus

View all collections and sign-up for a free 30-day trial

sagepub.com/sage-video

*Select videos